Help-seeking behaviour for cancer symptoms: an evolutionary concept analysis.
Cancer survival largely depends on its early diagnosis. Therefore, assessing help-seeking behaviours among people with potential symptoms of cancer is essential. This study aimed to analyse the concept of help-seeking behaviour for cancer symptoms. This concept analysis was conducted using Rodger's evolutionary method. An online literature search was conducted in the PubMed, Scopus and Cochrane databases to find relevant articles published from 2000 to 2017 in English peer-reviewed journals. In total, ninety articles were included in the study. Through thematic analysis, the data were analysed for the definitions, attributes, antecedents and consequences of the concept of help-seeking behaviour for cancer symptoms. The concept of help-seeking behaviour for cancer symptoms includes a chain of behaviours and is defined as the process of informed decision-making for seeking medical help and using healthcare services after the detection of the first potential cancer symptoms. The attributes of the concept of help-seeking behaviour for cancer symptoms include process, problem-centeredness, intentional action and interpersonal interaction. Antecedents of the concept of help-seeking behaviour for cancer symptoms were broadly categorised as its facilitators and barriers, among which old age, young age, marriage, low education level, positive family history of cancer, fear over cancer, low perceived threat, symptom disclosure to significant others are both facilitator and barrier. The consequences of the concept of help-seeking behaviour for cancer symptoms were also broadly categorised in the two main categories of positive consequences and adverse consequences. Help-seeking behaviour is a multidimensional time-dependent and context-bound concept which is usually defined based on the concept of time in order to facilitate its measurement. It is generally used for assessing patients' delay in seeking medical help. The findings of this study provide better understanding about the concept of help-seeking behaviour for cancer symptoms and its implications for research and practice.